Solution-processed, Electrolyte Gated In2O3 Flexible Synaptic Transistors for Brain-inspired Neuromorphic Applications.
Emulating the essential synaptic behaviors using single synaptic transistor has attracted extensive attention for building the brain-inspired neuromorphic systems. However, few reports on synaptic transistors fabricated by solution process have been reported. In this letter, the indium oxide synaptic transistors based on polyimide substrates were fabricated by a nontoxic water inducement method at low temperature, and lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) was dissolved in polyethylene oxide as the gate electrolyte. For water-inducement process, comparable electrical properties of the synaptic transistors can be achieved by prolonging the annealing time rather than high temperature annealing with relatively short time. The effect of the annealing time on the electrical performance of the electrolyte gated transistors annealed at various temperature was investigated. It is found that the electrolyte gated synaptic transistor on polyimide substrate annealed at 200 oC exhibits high electrical performance and good mechanical stability. Due to the ion migration relaxation dynamics in the polymer electrolyte, various important synaptic behaviors such as the excitatory postsynaptic current, paired-pulse facilitation, high-pass filtering characteristics and long-term memory performance were successfully mimicked. The electrolyte gated synaptic transistors based on solution-processed In2O3 exhibit great potential in neuromorphological applications.